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[06:16-07:55]

[00:06:16] Is there anything that I didn't include that you would like to add? anything
about like organizations or your experience or anything?

[00:06:30] Try joining like a, if you’re first gen, try joining like a

[00:06:34] And your first gen, because of your parents are immigrants or because of
your culture or where you're from. Definitely. Try joining in or that centers around your
culture. Like that's my biggest regret, like going to A&M and I'm like knowing people I
could've gotten along with were in CMSA and stuff like that. Like I always felt like I
wasn't Latina enough. And so I think that just because like I’m mixed, you know, and like
on my mom's side, we're indigenous to begin with. And like, that's never been good.
Like, our first language isn’t Spanish. It's Nawat what you know. And so because I don't
have those markers of like being the dominant Latino group, I always feel uncomfortable
becoming part of this. Communities like Mexican slang, that that stuff goes over my
head. But like I should have joined and like, I regret not being part of a community
where people exist literally just to make you feel comfortable and where you're from and
the skin you live in and the way that other people perceive you, you know, like it exists
to foster a community where you can be yourself. And I feel like I was kind of deprived
of that and felt like I needed to do it for myself when I didn't need to. So definitely join in
the communities because they're important and they're small and they need everyone
they can get on campus. For sure.


